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INTRODUCTION 
This guide has been prepared with the aim of assisting those seeking information about Ashfield's past. Our 
collections focus on people. buildings and events associated with Ashfield Municipality, whose boundaries 
have remained unchanged since the borough was established in 1872. 

However, we also hold a considerable amount of material relating to nearby suburbs, and especially to the 
activities and work of Ashfield people that took place outside the municipal boundaries. 

The aim of the Guide is to summarise what information the Society holds in its various collections. give an 
outline of how the various components in our collections may be of help to researchers. and provide a guide 
to our own research staff as to where the particular document being sought may be found in the Society's 
rooms. 

The Society's collections are held in our rooms at Thirning Villa. Pratten Park. 40 Arthur Street. Ashfield. At 
the time of writing this Guide. our Rooms are open for research on the first and third Wednesday of each 
month from II am to 3 pm. and on the last Saturday. from I pm to 4 pm. 

Persons intending to visit the Rooms for the purposes of research arc advised to notify the Society's 
Secretary, Ann 0' Connell in advance if possible (phone All 9799 4840 or email adhs@optusnet.com.au). 

Society members have free access to all the collections. Consultants and real estate agents are charged a fee 
for access to the collections, and for any time spent answering queries, details of which are available on 
request. Private non-members are asked to make a donation towards furthering the Society's work if they 
find the information they want in the Society's collections. All extra costs incurred by the Society, such as 
photocopying (we have no copier on the premises), will be recovered. Research carried out by the Society's 
research officers for others will be charged at an agreed hourly rate. 

From time to time in this Guide, resources outside the Society's own collection may be mentioned if they are 
considered to be a valuable adjunct to researching particular subject areas. 

All postal enquiries should be directed to the Society at PO Box 20, Ashfield. 1800. 



SANDS DIRECTORIES Years 1853/59 to 1932/33
(Microfiche and some Hard Copies) 

The Society holds the complete Sands on microfiche. We also hold hard copies of  the Ashfield municipal area lists 
for quite a number of years. 

Sands is invaluable for locating persons, identifying house names. and checking trades. professions, etc. A more 
accurate picture is usually gained by consulting entries over a period of years. as not every year's edition picks up 
every householder. Presumably, Sands had agents who visited each property in Sydney annually (we believe in about 
August), and presumably some omissions are the result of persons not being home when the agent called, or properties 
being unoccupied at the time. 

Note that the entries in these directories represent occupiers, not owners. The names of the latter must be found from 
information on the title deed held in the New South Wales Land Titles Office, or from Council Rate Books. The 
spelling of some names is occasionally distorted. Often a check in a nearby year will reveal that a mis-spelling has 
been corrected. 

Note that house numbers in most streets changed, often quite dramatically. Most changes appear to have taken place in 
Ashfield Municipality in 1916 or in nearby years. 

The two  chief  lists in each edition of Sands are the municipal directory and the alphabetical directory. Remember that 
many old municipalities, such as Five Dock, Petersham and Enfield. are no longer in existence. Prior to 1884,  the 
Ashfield municipal list was arranged alphabetically) rather than by individual streets. When searching through these 
early years it is sometimes difficult to pinpoint precisely where certain people lived. 

Always cross-check the municipal directory with the alphabetical directory. Sometimes this will reveal information not 
contained in the municipal list. If the person you are seeking had a trade or profession, or was involved in the church, 
military or public service, he/she may be listed in the appropriate special section of the directory. 

House names were often changed frequently, and tenants as well as owners tended to change the name of a house 
when they moved in. 1917 is the last year in which house names were widely given for Ashfield in this directory. 
Other useful sources of early house names are the Ashfield Council Valuation Books. Some house names are listed on 
the H E C Robinson c. 1910 ward maps of Ashfield Municipality, copies of which we hold. 

Allow one year for Sands to pick up a new occupier; ie if a person is listed in the 1915 edition for the first time, it is 
likely that he/she took up residence during 1914. 

If used in conjunction with information derived from title deeds and Council ratebooks. Sands Directories can usually 
be relied upon to provide the answers to many preliminary enquiries about people and places in Ashfield municipality. 

LOCATION: 
Microfiche: Drawer 4, or adjacent to reader. 
Hard copies: Shelf D 3  (Ashfield municipality only)  -Left hand end of shelf
Greater Sydney Street Directory  1996 - Location:  4 Shelf Bookcase RHS entrance research rooms



H. WISE & CO. LTD'S POST OFFICE DIRECTORY FOR 1936 (Hard 
copy) 

The Society holds the hard copy of the Wise's Post Office Directory for the Municipality of Ashfield for the year 
1936. There are two separate listings. 

The alphabetical listing shows the occupier, the address and sometimes the occupation of the householder. An 
asterisk (*) marks all of the entries where the occupier is also the owner of the property. 

In the street directory, Wise's lists the name of every householder in a street and very often shows the house 
names. In the case of commercial 
premises or households that have a 'home business', the directory most often shows the occupation ego 
dressmaker. grocer. chemist herbalist. 

LOCATION: Shelf D4/3

NEW SOUTH WALES POST OFFICE DIRECTORY FOR 1904 
(Computer CD-ROM) 

This CD-ROM is a searchable CD produced by Archive CD Books Australia Pty Ltd. To use this resource, first 
insert the CD-ROM into the computer and it will automatically bring up the program. Mouse click on 'Contents' 
and select which directory that you wish to search. 

·Country Towns Directory 
Alphabetical Directory 
Country Alphabetical 

·Trades Directory 

There is a wealth of information contained on this CD-ROM for the researcher. In theI rades Directory there are 
many advertisements for companies and individual businesses 

LOCATION: Adjacent to the Computer 

NSW TELEPHONE EXCHANGES LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS 
FOR 1913   (Computer CD-ROM) 
The original telephone directory was issued in May 1913 and lists over 30,000 names of subscribers in Sydney 
and country NSW in over 600 pages. Occupations of subscribers are often given together with the address and 
the exchange. The preliminary pages include other information giving insight into communications and society 
nearly 100 years ago. 

To use this resource. first insert the CD-ROM into the computer and it will automatically bring up the program. 
Mouse click on Return to contents on the left-hand side of the screen and select the search path you want to 
research eg. Alphabetical. and follow the prompts. 

LOCATION: Adjacent to the Computer 



NSW REGISTRY OF BIRTHS, DEATHS & MARRIAGES
Published by Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in association with the Registry of Births. Deaths and Marriages, New South Wales .  The Society 
holds computer three (3) CD-ROMS for Births, Deaths and Marriages: 

·PIONEERS SERIES 1788 - 1888 
·FEDERATION SERIES J 889 - 1918 (births are only listed lip until 19(5) 
·BETWEEN THE WARS SERIES 1919- 1945 (deaths and marriages only) 

and Handbook - Getting Started

Access to several years' records beyond what is available on the CD-ROMS is available now on the internet. 

Both the Federation Series and the Pioneers Series CD-ROMS provide access to the indexes in three databases. Births. Deaths and 
Marriages. Each database must be searched separately. It is not possible to search births. deaths and marriages at the same time. 

It is important to note that the programs are operated by keyboard strokes rather than mouse pointers. 

Each of the databases can be searched from a number of fields and the more information you know, the greater probability of located the 
record you need. The most used field is SURNAME but other fields are given names, index year, father, mother. spouse surname, etc. 

To access the databases, the relevant CD-ROM should be inserted into the computer and by clicking on the relevant desktop icon after the 
CD-ROM has been 'started up' by the computer.  It is advisable to obtain the guidance of a research officer when first using the CD-ROMs 
so that access is simplified without the close study of the User Guide. 

Basic function 

F3 Select Gives you a list of all searchable fields in the current database. You can only search one field at a time Search results 
may then be combined to narrow or broaden your search. 

F4 Select Opens a window in which you can specify items or values within that field for searching. Three logical indicators may be 
used, these are AND,    OR and NOT. 

F5 Sets A set is a group of records retrieved in a search. The F5 sets key allows you to manipulate the sets (s) of data. One or 
more of 

these sets can be combined. deleted. displayed. printed. output to disk or saved. 
Change Search Set Choose this option to search within a set. When the results of a search set contain a large number 

of records, an effective strategy is to search within that set to refine your search. 

Combine Sets Use this option to combine the results of searches. It is possible to combine with AND, OR and NOT logic to 
broaden or narrow a search. Follow the prompts which include a prompt to enter a name for your set. You may either enter a 
name or simply press enter and a default name will be applied. such as COMBINE: 1 and 2. 

F6 Display Sets This shows the result of your search which may be several entries. To progress to the next result use the 
directional arrow  forward key:- 

To end the search session press F10then press Y and then escape. This will return you to the windows desktop. 

For further information regarding the finer points of use of the CD-ROMS please refer to the printed instruction booklet found near to the 
computer. 

LOCATION: Adjacent to computer 



GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTIONS (Hard copies) 

St John's Cemetery. Ashfield 
St David's Ramsay Family Cemetery 
St Paul's Cemetery. Canterbury (many Ashfield residents are buried here) 

LOCATION: Shelf ..    D 3/7 ?

CEMETERY TRANSCRIPTIONS (Computer CD-ROMS) 

The Society holds CD-ROMS for transciptions for: 

·ROOKWOOD CEMETERY
·WAVERLEY AND SOUTH HEAD GENERAL CEMETERIES 
·MACQUARIE PARK (formerly Northern Suburbs Cemetery) 

Access to these computer CD-ROMS is uncomplicated. Simply insert the CD-ROM and mouse click on the 
relevant desktop icon. 

A search box will appear and the main searchable field is SURNAME. Other fields can be used to search 
including given names 

When the search information is typed in the box the computer will assemble a set of matches to the search data - 
ie all surnames Smith. To refine the search mouse click on one of the items in the set and then click 'headstone' 
and any further information that is held will appear. This will often include a transcription such as eg.  'Our 
loving Mother' and may show other persons listed or shown on the gravestone or memorial as buried within that 
grave. 

Family information is often gleaned from these transcriptions which is important when gathering family history 
records. 

LOCATION: Adjacent to computer 

1901 COMMONWEALTH CENSUS (Microfiche) 

Listing is by street address (old numbers are used), and the entry gives the head of the house. the number of 
persons present, whether male or female, and the number of Chinese and Aborigines included in the preceding. 
Some house names are also listed. 

LOCATION: Shelf F1 (Adjacent to  receiver? -Check original handwriting  )



1859-60 NSW ELECTORAL ROLL (Hard Copy) 
This is the first state roll. and gives names. whether a freeholder. lessee or leaseholder. and a general address. 

LOCATION: Shelf  E2 - Left hand end

1903 COMMONWEALTH ELECTORAL ROLL (Hard Copy) 
This is the first Commonwealth roll, and covers Ashfield, Summer Hill. Dobroyde and Croydon. Females are 
included on an electoral roll for the first time. Listed alphabetically. the roll gives name, occupation and address. 
Note that street numbers given in this roll are different from those of today. 

LOCATION: Sbelf E2 - Left Hand End

ELECTORAL ROLL FOR THE SEAT OF EVANS FOR 1954 
(Hard Copy) 

This bound copy of the electoral roll for the seat of Evans (that includes the Municipality of Ashfield and 
surrounding suburbs) for 1954 provides information on a period of time that is not yet regarded as historic. Being 
only just over 50 years ago, the roll is invaluable as researching is a little more difficult during these years 
because of limited access to personal details for privacy reasons. 

l'his roll gives alphabetical listings of residents and their addresses within the voting electorates. 

LOCATION: Shelf E2 - Left hand end 



WATER BOARD PLANS (Aperture Cards and Hard Copies) 

The Society holds on aperture cards the complete scale plans of the municipality (excluding most of Haberfield) prepared by 
the Water Board in the years 1889-1893. 

These show every street, together with the outline of every building. and mall) fence lines and gates. wells. etc. The plans do 
not indicate whether the building is one or more storeys in height, but they do show whether the structure is built of stone, 
wood. brick or iron. The location of all verandahs is shown, and often front steps and paths. Most plans also show whether 
the front fence had a masonry footing, ie it would have been an iron palisade. Names of houses are often given, but some 
areas surveyed have few names, while others have many. Possibly this variability has resulted from a different approach 
being taken by different surveyors. 

The shading of any structure on the plan indicates that it was erected at some time between the first survey, usually carried 
out in 1889 or 1890, and a revised survey carried out c. 1893, The relevant dates of both surveys should be shown on each 
fiche. If not evident, try looking on the plan of an adjacent area prepared by the same surveyor. In some parts of the 
municipality. later overlays or additions have been made to the early surveys, even up to the 1940s. 

The Society also holds hard copies of plans of the whole municipality representing further surveys carried out by the Water 
Board in the 1920s and 30s. Some of these plans are dated. while others are undated. or the date has been obscured. They are 
still drawn to scale. but they appear to be reproductions of field books, so the additions shown on them are probably 
cumulative rather than dating from any particular survey, These plans are invaluable for showing additions that may have 
been made to old buildings since 1893, and in picking up all buildings erected between that date and the date of the survey 
carried out in the inter-war years. They do not indicate the type of building material used. but they do show the location of 
verandahs. 

LOCATION: 
Key map:  In box with laminated hard copies. Steel cabinet top drawer 

Microfiche: Drawer 3 
Hard copies: Steel Cabinet top drawer 

ASHFIELD COUNCIL RATE BOOKS (Microfilm) 

The Society holds copies of the Rate Books of Ashfield Council for North Ward from 1872 to 1890, for South Ward from 
1872 to 1885, and for East Ward from its inception in 1880 until J 890. Rate Books for later years may be found in Ashfield 
Council Archives, 

These books give a very accurate picture of v "hen a house or other building was actually erected. They usually provide the 
name of both owner and occupier, and they may (depending on the year) give some details of the building itself, such as the 
number of storeys, the number of rooms, whether built of brick, stone or timber, and the material used in the roof. 

The valuation figure given in the rate books, used in conjunction with the Water Board plan footprint, can often indicate 
whether a building was of two storeys. 

Rate books are usually arranged by streets, but in 1882 the entries are listed by owner,  more or less arranged in alphabetical 
order. We have prepared a year by year index to this microfilm, which has been cut into sizes to fit the microfiche reader. 

LOCATION: 
Index and microfilm cut in lengths to fit fiche reader: Shelf J   Drawer 2



SUBDIVISION PLANS 
(Aperture Cards) 

The Society holds a copy of every subdivision plan in the Mitchell Library collection (numbering over 800). 
These have been catalogued under the areas Ashfield, Summer Hill. Haberfield and miscellaneous (pencil plans), 
and then according to the name of the subdivision, where known. Not all subdivisions were named. Where we 
have a plan of an unnamed subdivision. it will usually be listed under Ashfield, or the particular suburb when this 
has been identified on the plan. 

These plans. not all of which are dated, show the subdivision of various parcels of land for closer settlement, 
usually building lots. Many subdivisions were offered for sale several times,  especially during periods of 
economic depression. Where a plan shows a sale held on a particular day of a particular month. but no year is 
given, the precise year can be determined by consulting the 'universal calender', which may be found on 
Shelf L2. 

Subdivision plans are not generally helpful in showing the exact footprint of buildings already erected on the 
land. but sometimes, approximate outlines are given. Often notations on the plans give interesting details, such as 
the prices obtained (or perhaps asked for) the various lots. 
Note that the 1886 Higginbotham & Robinson Map of the Municipality of Ashfield, and the c.1910  H E C 
Robinson maps of the four wards of Ashfield Municipality, show the names of all subdivisions made prior to the 
date of issue of the maps. 

LOCATION: 
Microfiche:  Drawer 2 , Pencil Plans - Ashfield - Drawer 1 
Index  Card Index Cabinet 

CARD INDEXES 
The Society holds Nora Peek's 'General' Card Index, which relates to places, events and people in 
Ashfield and district found in the course of her general research work. The cards do not necessarily refer to 
material held in our own collection. 
Smaller separate card catalogues/ indexes are available for: 

·folios on people. events and places (shelves F & G 3). 
·churches 
·newscutting books (shelf C4) 
·some photographs 
·Nora Peek's index of Tenders (Drawer 3) 

We also hold the card index compiled by the late Eric Dunlop in preparation for the writing of his history of 
Croydon, Between Two Highways. 

LOCATION: 

Card Index Cabinet 



THE ADVERTISER (Microfilm) 

The Society holds the complete available collection of the local newspaper The Advertiser (1888- 1909). 
published by George Watson from his premises in Liverpool Road. and reproduced on microfilm. (Issues after 
1909, when Watson sold the paper, unfortunately do not survive). 

The years 1891-1907 are also available on film that has been cut to fiche size for use in the microfiche reader. 

This newspaper holds a massive amount of information, and Watson appears to have been a reliable journalist. 

It is  not only the news sections that are valuable, but also the various advertisements. which often provide 
useful information about commercial traders and their premises. 

This paper is progressively being indexed. At the time of writing, 1902 and 1907 (Jan-May) have been 
completed. 

LOCATION: Microfilm reels and another set cut to fiche size: Drawer 4 ( or on top of film 
reader) 
Indexes: Card Index Cabinet 

THE ARGUS 
(Microfilm and Hard Copy) 

The Society holds copies of all surviving issues of The Argus, founded by A A James. and published from 1924 
until the I 960s. Two reels of film are available, covering the period 1924-1942. in \'ih ich there are many 
missing editions, and 1958-1963, which is a more complete set. 

Researchers wishing to consult a hard copy for the purposes of reproducing a photograph or advertisement may 
be able to do so by negotiation with a room' s Research Officer. 
An index to this paper is progressively being prepared, and may be found in the computer by access to the 
desktop icon Argus Index. 

LOCATION: Microfilm: Drawer 4 
Hard copies: Restricted access 

Index:   Computer index searchable by word. Mouse click on desktop icon. 
Index:   Guide to the Argus hard copy - Shelf D2 

NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS (1960s-1990s) 
Miscellaneous cuttings relating to Ashfield and district (see index in Card Index Cabinet). 

LOCATION: 
Shelf C4 



ASHFIELD COUNCIL MINUTES ( Microfiche) 
The Society holds copies of the Minutes of Ashfield Council from the first meeting in 1872 up until the end of 
1922. 
Early minutes contain little detail about individual buildings. but some useful information can be gleaned from 
correspondence reports and from such things as local government election results. and early name changes of 
various streets. (Many of these are also listed in the 1993 Ashfield Heritage 
Study). 

A brochure covering the material available in Ashfield Council's own archives may be found at the end of this 
Guide. 

LOCATION: 
Microfiche: Drawer 1 

MISCELLANEOUS MAPS AND PLANS 
The Society holds hard copies of scores of maps and plans, dating from c. 1840 to the twentieth century. 

These have not yet been catalogued. but our Research Officers should be able to advise you whether we have 
anything that may assist you in your particular enquiry. 

Some maps and plans of particular interest are: 

John Armstrong's 1841 map of the Village of South Ashfield
Edward Knapp's 1854 map of part of the Ashfield Park Estate 
An 1859 map showing a subdivision of Ashfield Park Estate 
All c.1865 Deposited Plan maps of the Canterbury Estate (most of south Ashfield and south Summer Hill) 
Mr Surveyor Hedgeland's c.1874 map of Liverpool Road 
Higginbotham & Robinson's 1883 and 1886 Maps of the Municipality of Ashfield
Robinson's c.1910 maps of the four Wards of Ashfield Council (these include many house  names) 
Parish Maps: Petersham and Concord (these show the precise boundaries of the original land 
grants) 
Ashfield Council's 1975 and 1985 planning maps (these show most Deposited Plan numbers, which can then be 
accessed in the Land Titles Office) 

REAL ESTATE SALE NOTICES (1994 - to present) 
Real Estate sale notices (catalogued by streets). 

LOCATION: Shelves F6 

ASHFIELD COUNCIL VALUATION BOOKS (Microfiche) 
We hold copies of Ashfield Council Valuation Books on fiche for the years 1908- 10. 1920. 
1922-26. 

LOCATION:  Drawer 2



PHOTOGRAPHS 
The Society has a collection of thousands of photographs. Most of these date from the early 1970s to the present day, 
but our collection of earlier photographs is continually being enlarged with donations from members and the general 
public. The collection has been physically grouped into subject headings such as churches. schools. commerce and 
industry. cemeteries. district dw ellings. etc. There an: abo groupings of particular series or origins of photographs. 
such as \Iv' elfers Collection. Quong Tart. Yesterday's Images. Tyrrell Collection. Every photograph has been uniquely 
numbered and placed in a grouping most suitable for its subject or origin. 

Despite the collection containing over five thousand photographs, please do not expect to find an historic picture of 
your house in our collection. If we do have one, consider yourself very. very luck) Most of our early photographs tend 
to be of mansions or major public buildings. rather than more modest dwellings. 

The photograph collection is computer indexed, and access the database is b) mouse clicking on the desktop icon 'Photo 
Catalogue'. If not confident with the usc of databases. please ask for the assistance of a research officer. 

To keyword search the database, use the mouse to click the edit drop down menu and click 'Find'. Type in the 
keyword of your search and select 'all records' and enter. A listing of all database listings of the keyword will be 
shown on the computer. A hard copy of the index is also available for inspection. 

We hold copies of all photographs relevant to the municipality that we have been able to locate at the Mitchell 
Library, the Historic Houses "Trust, the National Trust. and in the Tyrrell Collection 

We also hold copies of the Wolfers Collection, one hundred and eight) 1930s images of Haberfield and Ashfield houses, 
160 of which have so far been identified. 

Please note that we cannot sell copies of those photographs in our collection that we have obtained from other 
institutions we can tell you where we obtained them, but you must negotiate personal I) with the institution concerned 
if you wish to purchase a copy of their photograph. We do. however. sell copies of photographs for which we hold the 
copyright. Prices are available on request We do not lend any photograph in our collection to others for copying. 

LOCATION: 

Index: Computer; hard copy in filing cabinet 
Photos: Filing cabinet, Shelves P 1,2,3,4 

THE NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT GAZETTE 

The Society holds Ashfield Council's copies of the Gazette from 1876 until  recent years. These are often useful for 
data about anything to do with any state authority or responsibility. such as insolvencies. partnerships, publicans' 
licences, government tender notices. health and education department matters. council petitions and counter-petitions, 
incorporations and elections. and trade marks (until this responsibility was taken over by the Commonwealth in 1905. 

Employment details of many individual NSW public servants in the 19th century 111(1) be found in the Returns of the 
Colony (the 'Blue Books'), available at the NSW Archives Office and Mitchell Library. 

LOCATION: 
The gazettes are located on tbe wall shelves in storage at our repository in Tintern Road. Only accessible by 
appointment. 



THE SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS 
Copies of all the publications issued by the Society since its formation in 1973 are held in the Rooms These include: 

Books and booklets: 
A Triangle of Land (Ashfield Park Estate: indexed)
Haberfield - the development of its character
 Haberfield - the Federation Suburb 
The Mayor of Ashfield (H E Pratten) 
Mullet in Tomato Sauce: the story of the Maclean cannery (H E Pratten) 
The Ashfield Cordial Works (H E Pratten) 
The Dobroyde School. 1862-76. and one of its pupils. Lucy Ann Owen 
Working the Clays: the brickmakers ofthe Ashfield district (indexed) Summer Hill (indexed) 
Notes for Summer Hill Walk (1990) 
St John's Graveyard (1974) 
Hawthorne Canal; The History of Long Cove Creek (M. Sabolch) 

Journals: 
Journal, No 1 (1982) to No 15 (2003) 
An Index to the Journal is available. 

Newsletters: 
Newsletters, 1973-81 (An Index may be found in Journal No I) 
Newsletters (second series), 1993 - 

Bonsai Series 
Short histories/architectural descriptions of places of interest: 
No 1 St Vincent's Church 
No 2 Rookwood Necropolis 
No 3 Shubra Hall (Pl.C, Croydon) 
No 4 Taringa and Albert Parade 
No 5 Ambleside (Ashfield Castle) 
No 6        North Summer Hill (in preparation) 
No 7          Sunning Hill 
No 8       The Infants' Home & The Lilacs 
No 9 Lynngrove and St John's Church 
No l0       St David's Church, Ramsay Vault, Woodrow Vale & Kiorni
No 11       Victoria Square 
No 12       Gads Hill 
No 13         A short walk through Ashfield's past No 14 North Croydon 
No 15       Four small houses 
No 16         Kelvin Grove and the Prospect Road group 

Scrapbooks: 
No 3 (Victoria Street - Historical Walk)
No 5 (Croydon) 
No 6 (Victoria Street) 
No 7 (Victoria Square and Tintern Rd) 

LOCATION: 
All the Society's publications may be found on Shelves E and F. 



LIBRARY 
Our Library holds a wide range of local and general publications. These are too numerous to list here individually. but a 
card index is available in the Rooms (see Card Index Cabinet). The library includes encyclopaedias, year books, newsletters 
and publications from other historical societies. histories and other books relating to nearby suburbs, and journals and 
newsletters of the Royal Australian Historical Society. Books are not available on loan, but may be studied in the Rooms. 

HERITAGE STUDIES and CONSERVATION PLANS 
Of particular local value are the following: 

Ashfield Heritage Study (1993), 
Vol 1: general history; proposed conservation areas; architectural and landscape essays; origins of street names 
Vol 2: separate inventory sheets for 300 existing and proposed heritage items Haberfield Main Street Study (1994): 

inventory sheets of all buildings in 
          commercial centre Summer Hill Main Street Study (1994): ditto 

Ilaberfield Heritage Study (c.1987) 
43-47 Orpington Street (heritage report) 
Summer Hill Post Office Conservation Plan 
Ashfield Police Station Conservation Plan 
Ormiston (heritage report) 
Haberfield National Bank (heritage report) 
Astwin Street report 
Thirning Villa draft Conservation Plan 
Tintern Road proposal 
Ashfield Heritage Review (part report only) 

LOCATION: 
Shelf D3 

OTHER INFORMATION ON ASHFIELD AND DISTRICT 
We hold a great deal of other printed material relating specifically to Ashfield. Summer Hill,  Haberfield and 
Croydon. Included are the following general texts and more specific publications: 

Speed the Plough (Ashfield's Official Bicentennial History) Ashfield, 1872-1972 (published by 
Ashfield Council) Between Two Highways (the history of Croydon) 
Trinity - the daring ofyour name (history of Trinity Grammar) The Golden Hope (history of PLC, 
Croydon) 
Clouds ofdust. buckets ofblood (history of Western Suburbs Rugby l.eaz .. ue Football Club) 
Twinings (history of St Vincent's Church) Lock. Stock and Barrell, (the Underwoods) 
'Old Ashfield' - a series of articles in The Advertiser in 1897-98 

\Ve have histories or significant information on the following institutions and places: 

Pittwood Home 
Milleewa Boys Home (Annual Reports 1919-41; * transcripts of interviews with Old Boys) 
The Cinemas of Ashfield 
Lodge Haberfield 
The Infants' Home 
Western Suburbs Rugby League Football Club
Yasmar . Haberfield 
Glentworth; Ashfield 



Wyanarie, Ashfield 
Lily Cottage, Summer Hill (Thos Dean's house) 
Kelvin Grove, Summer Hill 
Kyamba. Summer Hill 
Urangara (formerly Wynellai, Summer Hill 
Essendene. Ashfield 
lngleburn, Summer Hill (20 Rosemount Ave) Taringa, Ashfield 
Dobroyde House, Haberfield Ambleside (Ashfield Castle), Ashfield Chesterfield, Summer Hill 
Hillcrest. Summer Hill 
Eltham, Summer Hill 
Ormiston. Summer Hill 
Fernlea, Ashfield 
Coniston. Ashfield 
Walthamstow, Ashfield 
Amesburv. Ashfield 
Mountjoy, Ashfield 
Hilldropt Kellros, Summer Hill Masonic Hospital 
Post Office histories, Ashfield, Summer Hill, Croydon and Haberfield The railway 
Ashfield Evening College 
Plumbers' Supplies Co-operative Ltd St Basil's Homes 
Waddell's Garage, Liverpool Road
The Glassop case, 1907 
Ashtield Racecourse 
YWCA 
Old Sheep Quarantine Ground
Wilshire's Paddock Freshwater Estate 
Victoria Square (1876 lots and sales)
James Underwood estate Plynlimmon estate 
Murrel's estate 
Richardson's estate 
Summer Hill Commonwealth Bank 

We have information about the following schools (Shelf E3): 
Summer Hill Public School
Normanhurst School (including photos)
PLC Croydon 
Trinity Grammar School 
Dobroyde School, 
1862-76 Bethlehem College 
De la Salle College 
Elmswood 
Ashfield Public School 
Ashfield Boys College/Grammar School 
and a number of small private schools. 

We are currently compiling data on all schools, private and public, that are known to have operated 
within the Ashfield Municipality since the mid-19th century 

LOCATION: Shelves E and F 



CHURCHES 

We have histories of the following churches: 

Ashfield Presbyterian Church (1936 and 1976) 
Ashfield Methodist (now Uniting) Church (1936)
St John's Church of England (1940 and 1991 ) 
St Andrew's Church of England, Summer Hill (1981 ) 
St Vincent's Catholic Church (1944 and 1994) 
St David's, Haberfield (1968 and 1969) 
St Oswald's, Haberfield (1977) 
Holy Innocents, Croydon (1974) 
St Paul's, Canterbury (1960) 
St Christophorus (formerly Croydon Congregational) (1973)
St James, Croydon 
St Patrick's, Summer Hill 

LOCATION: Shelf E4 

FAMILY HISTORY 

While the dividing line between 'local history' and 'family history' is usually blurred, we have grouped a number 
of papers relating to specific individuals or families in the one section We have books or detailed family history 
notes on the following: 

The Elphinstones 
The Underwoods 
The Reuss family 
The Hallorans 
The Lumsdaines 
John Harris (First Fleet emancipist)
Thomas and Finetta Brown 
The Hodgson-Miles families 
Mark Hammond 
HE Pratten 
W G Hilliard 
Quong Tart
Henry Hinder 
Mead family 
Chas D Websdale 
Lucy Ann Owen (see under Dobroyde School) 
John William Buckley 
James Cunningham 
Clunies-Ross family 

LOCATION: Shelf R 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

We have hundreds of other historical items, such as extracts from old books, papers and documents, title deeds, copies 



of wills, letters, individual tiles on residents and properties, etc. 

These are progressively being catalogued (see card index cabinet). Our Principal Research Officer will be able to advise 
YOll whether we have any information likely to assist you.

Ashfield & District Historical Society 

A selection of sites of interest that require historical research. and writing lip. to add to the Society's resources. and possibly also be 
used as a future Journal article: 

* Thomas Toms galv iron and lead works, Junction Rd (1890s-1990s) 
      The firm has re-established out west (Smithfield"): records and old photos are said to be available; Nora 
has billheads available 
* Wedderburn Scales. Parramatta Road 
* Traversi Jones Hardware Store in Ashfield 
* Jenkins Pharmacy 
* Church hall, cnr Smith and Spencer, Summer Hill
    The Salvation Army 
* 1930s Ashfield garages: 
   Whitehurst, Liverpool Rd (bdg still survives) 
    Waddell's, Liverpool Rd (Photos available at Powerhouse) 
   Abraham Motors. Parramatta Rd ,  Cnr Grosvenor Cres/l.'pool Rd 
* Church Hall in grounds of Ex-Services Club. Norton St 

* Remains of old house cnr  Holden & Norton Sts, at rear of Baptist Community Hall 
A wonderful old photo of a turn-of-the-century rif1e club was recently found here 

* Small Council one-block reserves: what was demolished to make way for them? Any photos available"? 


